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ABSTRACT
Self-tracking and personal informatics offer important potential in
chronic condition management, but such potential is often under-
mined by difficulty in aligning self-tracking tools to an individual’s
goals. Informed by prior proposals of goal-directed tracking, we
designed and developed MigraineTracker, a prototype app that
emphasizes explicit expression of goals for migraine-related self-
tracking. We then examined migraine patient experiences in a
deployment study for an average of 12+ months, including a total of
50 interview sessions with 10 patients working with 3 different clin-
icians. Patients were able to express multiple types of goals, evolve
their goals over time, align tracking to their goals, personalize their
tracking, reflect in the context of their goals, and gain insights that
enabled understanding, communication, and action.We discuss how
these results highlight the importance of accounting for distinct and
concurrent goals in personal informatics together with implications
for the design of future goal-directed personal informatics tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Management of chronic conditions often involves examining one’s
health and making adjustments in behavior or treatment [29],
commonly based on measures of symptoms, contributors, or treat-
ments. Self-tracking of such measures is thus common in managing
conditions such as migraine [56], where intermittent symptoms
over time limit utility of clinical testing. However, self-tracking for
chronic conditions like migraine is challenging, in part because
existing tools embed assumptions about what people want to gain
from tracking (i.e., their goals for tracking [63]). Deciding what to
track, adjusting tracking over time, and using tracked data is thus
poorly supported [65]. This gap in tracking support is particularly
problematic given high idiosyncrasies among migraine patients
and the complexity of potential contributors [63]. Schroeder et al.
[65] thus proposed goal-directed self-tracking as a framework to
address this gap. They suggested that designs centered around an
individual’s goals can support tracking exactly and only the data
that individual needs. More concretely, tools designed within this
framework aim to elicit goals and scaffold a process of defining
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what, when, and how to track toward those goals. Goal-directed
tools can also use knowledge of individual goals in determining
what data to present and how to better facilitate interpretation. In
their work, Schroeder et al. [65] offered evidence that this approach
improved preparation for tracking. However, they were unable to
examine if the improvements extended to data collection, reflection,
and action.

We designed and developed the MigraineTracker app to under-
stand the lived experience of goal-directed self-tracking and to
examine whether and how tracking routines configured within a
goal-directed tool can support patients in managing their migraines
across stages of tracking [24, 43]. Our study engaged 10 patients,
each working with a clinician and using the app for average of 12+
months, totalling 50 interview sessions. We contribute:

• We demonstrate goal-directed data collection and reflection
supports patients in (1) deciding what to track and how to
align their tracking to their needs, (2) obtaining relevant and
useful knowledge from tracking, (3) recognizing when and
how to adjust their tracking, (4) feeling prepared to discuss
their care with their clinicians, and (5) seeking expertise
where they most need it.

• We provide evidence that goal-directed tracking led patients
to further understand their condition and to feel they were
better caring for themselves.

• We highlight the need for adapting personal informatics
models to consider distinct and concurrent goals that are
each at a different stage of tracking. We also articulate dis-
tinctions and relations among goals as an analytical lens
for understanding needs and challenges in long-term self-
tracking of chronic conditions.

We next position our research within health tracking litera-
ture (Section 2), present our design of MigraineTracker (Section 3),
and describe our deployment study and analysis (Section 4). We
then share key observations around goals, their evolution, and the
benefits of goal expressions for patients (Section 5). We conclude by
discussing implications for future research in personal informatics
and the design of self-tracking tools (Section 6).

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We first review related work on self-tracking and self-tracking tools,
focusing on chronic condition management. We also highlight key
requirements and existing challenges and how our work aims to
address them. We then introduce background on personal infor-
matics models that we draw upon to understand experiences with
goal-directed self-tracking, and on migraine and the needs it poses
for self-tracking.

2.1 Self-Tracking for Chronic Conditions
Self-tracking has long been considered as a strategy to improve
care and self-management of chronic health conditions [18, 29, 45].
Research has examined self-tracking for conditions with relatively
well-understood symptom-contributor relations (e.g., asthma [34],
diabetes [15, 25, 37, 45, 46, 58], hypertension [8, 28, 32]), conditions
with enigmatic and intermittent symptoms (e.g., irritable bowel
syndrome [35, 64], migraine [63, 65], multiple sclerosis [3, 69], poly-
cystic ovary syndrome [12]), or progressive conditions (e.g., Parkin-

son’s disease[50]). Such research has shown self-tracking can im-
prove care and self-management through identifying factors which
contribute to symptoms [35, 36, 64], control of symptoms [3, 69],
and more effective collaboration with clinicians [13, 49].

Prior research suggests key features for self-tracking tools to
support, including goal expression [9, 54], guided and collaborative
reflection [9, 18], customization [9, 18, 31, 55], and continuous learn-
ing [18, 54]. In their absence, self-tracking tools may nudge people
toward unwanted behaviors (e.g., an emphasis on calorie tracking
promoting unhealthy eating [17]) and restrict data exploration and
reflection [9, 10]. Tools may also promote unsustainably burden-
some tracking routines [52] and undirected data representations
that overwhelm people without answering their questions [38].
A struggle to find value in self-tracking [11] can in turn lead to
abandonment [16, 23, 42].

Despite calls for supporting goal expression, particularly for
qualitative and subjective goals [23, 54], it remains uncommon in
current tools [9]. A notable exception is Schroeder et al. [65]’s goal-
directed self-tracking framework, which proposes designs where
explicit goal expressions drive what, when, and how an individual
tracks. The framework aims to enable custom data collection and a
need for goal evolution, which is integral to long-term tracking [54].
Although prior research has focused on increasing the amount or
diversity of data people can collect (e.g., [40]), flexible tracking is not
by itself sufficient when people are unable to connect data to their
core needs [38, 54]. Goal-directed self-tracking therefore combines
flexible tracking with a principle of reduction and focus [52] to
emphasize tracking exactly and only data supporting an individual’s
goals. Our work realizes this framework in MigraineTracker and
examines its speculations in a field deployment.

2.2 Models of Personal Informatics
Models of Personal informatics provide a lens for designing self-
tracking tools and for understanding people’s experiences. We
applied both Li et al. [43]’s stage-based model and Epstein et al.
[24]’s lived informatics model in designing MigraineTracker. The
former characterizes distinct stages of preparation, collection, inte-
gration, reflection, and action, highlighting how later stages depend
on earlier stages. The latter additionally highlights lapsing and
resumption in everyday experiences with tracking [60], which is
particularly important in long-term tracking as with chronic con-
ditions. We also considered recommendations stipulated by Niess
and Woźniak [54]’s Tracker Goal Evolution Model, which contex-
tualizes goals within the lived informatics model. It highlights that
needs (e.g., ‘feeling well’) manifest in qualitative goals (e.g., ‘losing
weight’) which are translated into quantitative goals (e.g., ‘taking
12K steps’). These quantitative goals can be linked to data in self-
tracking tools (e.g., ‘step counts’). The model thus highlights the
importance of considering qualitative goals and supporting their
translation into quantitative goals as part of meaningful long-term
engagement with tracking.

2.3 Migraine as a Context for Examining
Goal-Directed Self-Tracking

Migraine is a debilitating chronic condition that can result in re-
duced quality of life [67], occupational impairment [47], constrained
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Figure 1: MigraineTracker configuration. (a) Individuals can express goals in three categories: monitoring, learning, and
anticipation. (b) There are sub-goals under each category. For example, monitoring for ‘my own knowledge’ or ‘my doctor’ and
learning about ‘migraine frequency’ or ‘what factors may contribute to or improve symptoms’. Recommended tracking items
based on an individual’s configured goals (e.g., learning about migraine frequency) appear under categories of (c) symptoms,
(d) treatments, or (e) contributors.

social and family functioning [66], economic burden [26], and
diminished emotional health [19]. There is high idiosyncrasy in
migraine symptoms [56], which are often simultaneously affected
by multiple and accumulating factors [39]. Managing migraine
relies on medication and behavior changes to limit contributing
factors and to encourage preventive and abortive measures [20].
However, there is high variability in response to medication [48]
or behavior change [2]. These characteristics make self-tracking
particularly useful for managing migraines [63].

Despite the potential, self-tracking in migraine is challenging as
current tools are generally not well-aligned with an individual’s
evolving needs. Tools commonly force individuals to record irrele-
vant information or fail to support recording needed information.
Individuals therefore struggle in preparing or in adjusting what they
track and often fail to obtain useful information [63]. Addressing
these challenges, Schroeder et al. [65] proposed goal-directed self-
tracking, a design framework wherein explicit scaffolding for goal
expression guides individuals to (1) track exactly and only the data
they need and to (2) review data in the context of goals. Examin-
ing this approach with a paper prototype, they found improved
tracking preparation and anticipated benefits for all stages of self-
tracking. We expand this work with a functional prototype to
examinewhether and how goal expressions facilitate data collection,
reflection, and action.

3 MIGRAINETRACKER SYSTEM
We built upon the formative work of Schroeder et al. [63, 65] to
design and develop MigraineTracker in a user-centered design pro-
cess. Design was iterative and involved cycles of paper prototyping,

development, feedback from the research team (e.g., co-authors
with lived experience and/or clinical expertise in migraine), and
revision. There are three major components to MigraineTracker:
configuration (Figure 1 and 2), data entry (Figure 3), and data
review (Figure 4). Configuration is available at the onset of tracking
and is modifiable afterwards. Data entry is defined by configura-
tion and provides the interface individuals regularly use to record
information. Review is available as a calendar visualization within
the app and is complemented by more sophisticated summaries and
visualizations outside the app. The following subsections provide
additional details on each component.

3.1 Tracking Configuration
Goals are at the center of MigraineTracker configuration. As such,
configuration starts with goal expression through selecting goals
from three categories: monitoring, learning, and anticipation (Fig-
ure 1, a-b). Next is constructing a tracking routine (i.e., selecting
what and how to track) in three categories: symptoms, treatments,
and contributors (Figure 1, c-e). Items are recommended based
on an individual’s selected goals. There are also common items
that may or may not be relevant to an individual. These items are
separately listed to discourage tracking more than necessary. Cus-
tom items allow recording information that does not appear in the
‘Recommended’ or ‘Common’ lists. For example, MigraineTracker
recommends recording ‘Migraine’ when an individual has a goal
of learning about migraine frequency. It is also possible to record
‘Peak Migraine Severity’, which is commonly considered along with
frequency. After selecting what to track, an individual decides how
to record each selected item. For example, if they choose to record
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Figure 2: MigraineTracker configuration of tracking routine.
The left shows nausea can be recorded in a number of
ways. For example, whether it happened (binary) or its
level (category scale). The right illustrates setting targets for
as-needed medication (a count of less than four per month).

nausea, they can decide to record whether they experienced nausea
or they can rate the levels of their nausea (Figure 2, left). There
are recommendations for such data types based on an individual’s
goals. An individual configuring treatment and contributor items
can also specify targets to get indications of behaviors relative to
the targets. For example, setting a target for the dosage of as-needed
medication (Figure 2, right) provides an indication of status relative
to the target (Figure 3, b).

Configuration also supports reminders. The app offers up to two
daily reminders and/or followup reminders. Followup reminders
alert within a specified period of time (e.g., a day later), allowing
individuals to initially report symptoms and then fill in other details
at a later time when they have recovered.

3.2 Data Entry
With a configuration in place, individuals can record data for their
selected items. Certain items (e.g., ‘Migraine’) appear on the land-
ing page for quick entry (Figure 3, a). Others are listed by cate-
gory (e.g., symptoms, treatments, contributors) so an individual
can navigate to them as needed (Figure 3, c-d). MigraineTracker
provides a per day data model where information is recorded
against each calendar date. Although it is possible to support semi-
automated tracking within the app, the version used in our study
only supported manual entry. MigraineTracker also offers a lapsing
feature which pauses all notifications (e.g., for a vacation) with a
configurable reminder to resume tracking at a specified date.

3.3 Data Review
A landing page calendar provides a simple view of tracked data (Fig-
ure 3, a). Migraine days appear with a bright pink background

b

d

c

a

Figure 3: MigraineTracker data entry and review. (a) Calendar
view with migraine days in bright pink and days with other
symptoms in dark purple. Colored dots indicate tracking of
information from that category. (b) Quick tracking items
appear on the landing page, including their status relative
to relevant targets (e.g., for as-needed medication). (c) Track-
ing items are organized under categories for symptoms,
treatments, contributors, and other. (d) Opening a category
presents configured tracking items.

(e.g., Sep 03 in Figure 3, a), whereas days with other symptoms have
a dark purple background (e.g., Sep 02 in Figure 3, a). Small colored
dots indicate information has been tracked within a category. For
example, a light orange dot indicates information was recorded
under the ‘Contributor’ category (e.g., Aug 31 in Figure 3, a).

The research team also prepared static data summaries and
visualizations, personalized according to each participant’s track-
ing goals and preferences (Figure 4), as needed throughout the
study (e.g., when patients were meeting with the research team,
when patients requested them for appointments with their clini-
cians). These were not available at other times. We opted for this
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When there is exposure to 
loud sound, migraine is 
present about 1 of every 4 
times. Specifically, 26.6% of 
the times. Migraine is 
absent 73.33% of the time.

When there is no exposure 
to loud sound, migraine is 
present about 1 of every six 
times. Specifically, 15.91% 
of the times. Migraine is 
absent 84.09% of the time.

c
d

a

Figure 4: PT06’s (a) data summary and sample visualizations: (b) inter-relations of sleep, fatigue, and migraine based on
the occurrence and severity of migraines at different levels of fatigue and sleep, (c) frequency of the presence and absence
of migraines with vs. without exposure to loud sound, (d) number of migraine days per week over time. Summaries and
visualizations were separately prepared for each patient as needed throughout the study (e.g., when patients met with the
research team or their clinician).

approach to enable iterative and exploratory preparation of a set of
goal-based visualizations, which was not feasible within the app.

4 DEPLOYMENT STUDY
We used MigraineTracker as a technology probe [33] in a deploy-
ment study to examine the lived experience of self-tracking with
tools designed according to a goal-directed framework. This study
builds on Schroeder et al. [65]’s investigation of whether patients
can successfully use a tracking tool explicitly configured for their
goals and further examines needs and considerations in designing
goal-directed self-tracking tools for different stages of tracking [24,
43]. Examining goal-directed informatics in the context of migraine,
the primary research questions we address are:

RQ1 How does tracking based in explicit expression of goals
support patients in managing their migraine?

RQ2 How do patient goals and tracking change as they use
MigraineTracker over time?

4.1 Recruitment and Participants
We advertised the study to migraine patients on mailing lists and
via flyers, then reached out to their clinicians to join the study. If a
patient’s clinicianwas unavailable for the study, we offered tomatch
the patient to a clinician already participating in the study. We also
separately recruited clinicians through clinical collaborators and

asked them to refer patients to the study. This approach of reaching
clinicians through patients and vice versa increased our chances
of recruitment during the pandemic. We asked clinicians to refer
patients who experience migraine. Although we did not require a
formal diagnosis of migraine, we also did not recruit patients who
had a different specific diagnosis (e.g., cluster headaches). Patients
who enrolled without clinician referral self-identified as experienc-
ing migraines. Patients were in the United States, over 18 years old,
and owned an Android or iOS phone to run MigraineTracker. Both
headache specialists and primary care physicians were recruited,
as both commonly work with migraine patients and not all patients
have access to specialty care.

We initially recruited 17 migraine patients and five clinicians, of
which 10 patients (eight women) and three clinicians (all women)
completed the study (Table 1). We removed four patients we identi-
fied as inauthentic, an increasingly common challenge in remote
research [59]. Three patients left the study after the initial interview
and before starting tracking: one because their clinician did not join
the study and two because their schedules changed. Two clinicians
withdrew due to the demands of the ongoing pandemic. We ob-
served both established patient-clinician pairs (9 pairs) and a newly
formed pair. All participants were new toMigraineTracker (i.e., they
had not participated in prior activities that informed the design of
MigraineTracker).
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Table 1: Patient demographics and length of study tracking.
Gender was self-reported, consistent with recommended
practices [62]. Length of study tracking is from the day
they configured the app to their final day of recording.
Patients either worked with their own clinician (‘Y’ under
‘Established?’) or a clinician they were matched with for the
study. PR01 and PR02 were headache specialists and PR03
was a primary care clinician.

Age
Self-Reported
Gender

Study
Tracking
Days Clinician Established?

PT01 49-64 Woman 420 PR02 Yes
PT02 34-48 Woman 471 PR02 Yes
PT03 34-48 Woman 422 PR01 Yes
PT04 34-48 Man 420 PR01 Yes
PT05 18-33 Man 355 PR03 No
PT06 18-33 Woman 373 PR01 Yes
PT07 34-48 Woman 398 PR02 Yes
PT08 18-33 Woman 269 PR02 Yes
PT09 18-33 Woman 367 PR01 Yes
PT10 49-64 Woman 335 PR02 Yes

4.2 Procedure
Figure 5 provides an overview of our study protocol. After screening
for inclusion, we interviewed patients about their self-tracking
needs and prior experiences. We also introduced patients to goal-
directed self-tracking and installedMigraineTracker on their phones.
After demonstrating its basic functionality and use, we asked pa-
tients to think aloud as they configured their tracking routine.

After configuring the app, patients started tracking. After an
average of two and half months of tracking (range: 27-153 days),
they met their clinician, discussed their tracking setup, and made
modifications if desired. This process ensured both patient and
clinician goals were considered in tracking. In preparation for
this session and to ease patient-clinician interactions, we briefly
presented MigraineTracker to clinicians and created summaries of
each patient’s tracking setup. We were also available to answer
questions as we observed these interactions. We did not, however,
provide any formal training or guidance to patients or clinicians, in
order to avoid overly influencing study results. We asked patients
to track consistent with their goals and informed them if their
tracking was inconsistent (e.g., if they had configured goals that
required everyday tracking but only tracked when having symp-
toms). We documented these incidents as probe-surfaced needs and
requirements for future support.

We met with each patient twice after their setup review with
the clinician. The first meeting, a mid tracking interview, was
scheduled an average of three months after the setup review (range:
46-144 days), when patients had collected a reasonable amount of
data with respect to their goals. The second meeting, an end of
tracking interview, was scheduled before a second meeting with
the clinician. The main purpose of these sessions was to learn about
patient day-to-day tracking experiences and any changes theymade
in their tracking. We also obtained feedback on goal-appropriate
summaries and visualizations we had prepared based on patient
and clinician comments in earlier sessions. This material was not
available at other times unless patients requested it (e.g., for clinical
visits outside the study). Following the end of tracking interview,

each patient met their clinician to review goal-appropriate material,
interpret patient-generated data, and make decisions about patient
care. We conducted a short follow-up interview with clinicians
after each session with a patient. Patients and clinicians reviewed
materials in the same static formats used in mid tracking and end of
tracking sessions, sometimes updated according to patient feedback
from those sessions.

Patients completed weekly check-in surveys throughout track-
ing to report their self-tracking experiences, difficulties, care sta-
tus (e.g., any scheduled appointments with their clinician), and
changes in their tracking goals or routine. We addressed any critical
usability issues that were raised in these reports. In addition to
weekly surveys, patients completed surveys about their experience
each time they met with the clinician as a part of the study. If pa-
tients requested their data for a non-study visit with their clinician,
we followed up on their experience during that clinical visit.

Patient tracking data was continuously synchronized to our
database with daily backups. We shared an exported copy of the
data with each patient at the end of the study. We could directly
access and review data to prepare study material and to help with
any technical difficulties. Our analysis and presentation of patient
data was performed in collaboration with patients and according
to their goals for that data.

We performed most initial interview sessions remotely due to
pandemic constraints. We were later able to conduct most mid
tracking and end of tracking sessions in-person while adhering to
safety protocols. All meetings involving clinicians were in-person
and subject to the same safety protocols. In-person patient sessions
occurred on our university campus to ensure these feedback ses-
sions were distinguished from clinical practice. Patient-clinician
sessions generally occurred in the same clinic that a patient and
their clinician typically met. This increased external validity and
simplified logistics for patients and clinicians.

The initial, mid tracking, and end of tracking interviews took an
average of about 90 minutes. Setup review and data review sessions
lasted for an average of about 45 and 60 minutes respectively. We
compensated patients at a rate of $10 for each 10 minutes of their
time in sessions with the research team or their clinician. Patients
also received $5 for each weekly survey they completed and $10 for
responding to surveys after meeting their clinician. Clinicians were
compensated at the rate of $20 for each 10 minutes of their time,
unless they chose not to be compensated. This study was reviewed
and approved by our institutional review board.

4.3 Analysis
We analyzed data in multiple ways for different needs of the study.
Early sessions (i.e., initial interview, setup review with clinicians,
mid tracking interview) were analyzed to prepare for later ses-
sions (particularly the end of tracking interview). For example, we
analyzed the initial interview to understand patient goals and the
mid tracking interview to understand whether and how patient
goals evolved. The research team regularly met and discussed
observations and our interpretations in preparing for upcoming ses-
sions. At the conclusion of the study, we used interview transcripts,
session notes, survey responses, tracking setup, and tracking data
to summarize patient experiences in vignettes. Vignettes provided
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Figure 5: Plan for Longitudinal Study of Migraine. We recruited patients who met the recruitment criteria in their screening
responses. We learned about their needs and self-tracking experience in the initial interview and helped them configure
MigraineTracker. Patients next reviewed their setup with their clinician. We learned about patient experience using the app in
mid tracking and end of tracking sessions and obtained their feedback on goal-appropriate data summaries and visualizations.
Patients then met with their clinician to review their data and material. Patients recorded information using MigraineTracker
as soon as configuring it. Some patients continued tracking even after the second meeting with the clinician which concluded
their participation.

an overview of key observations in each patient’s experience and
familiarized the entire research team with each patient across study
sessions. Lastly, we performed reflexive thematic analysis [6, 7],
focused on the end of tracking interviews, to develop themes around
patient experienceswith goal-directed tracking.We decided to focus
on end of tracking interview sessions for formal analysis as these
provided the most comprehensive account of patient experiences,
and the protocol for each end of tracking interview was informed
by our analysis of multiple earlier sessions. In this process, we
drew on our expectations and questions as personal informatics
researchers and on our positions as designers of MigraineTracker
within the goal-directed self-tracking framework. The first and
second authors used a combination of inductive and deductive
coding to analyze end of tracking sessions. Deductive coding was
informed by models of personal informatics (e.g., stages of tracking)
and the goal-directed tracking framework (e.g., goal-centered con-
figuration, goal evolution). Inductive coding occurred iteratively as
we constructed new themes. Althoughwe focused coding on the end
of tracking interviews, the first and second authors referred to other
sessions, survey responses, and tracking data as needed to support
further understanding or provide key details. The first and second
authors double-coded four of the 10 sessions, compared analysis,
and discussed themes throughout analysis. Each wrote memos as
they reviewed data. The research team developed inductive codes
through the coding process as well as discussions and memos about
key observations. Initial themes were based on patterns in the
data (e.g., ‘new or refined goals’, ‘adjustments in data entry process’)
and were grouped to form higher level themes (e.g., ‘distinct goal
types’, ‘tracking models’, ‘alignment between goals and tracking
models’) through research group discussions.

5 RESULTS
We observed that patients successfully used self-tracking for man-
aging migraine with a tracking tool that explicitly accounted for
goal expressions. This section starts by showcasing key observa-
tions (Section 5.1). As we unpack these observations, we define
terminology (Section 5.2), show patients concurrently moved across
different stages of tracking for different goals, and share examples
of goal evolution (Section 5.3). We then present ways patients built

upon goal expressions not only to decide what to track in alignment
with their goals, but also to recognize when and how to adjust
tracking in response to goal evolution (Section 5.4). We demonstrate
the culmination of these capabilities as highly personalized track-
ing (Section 5.5). We next show patients gained valuable insights
and identified where to seek expertise (Section 5.6). As a result, they
achieved improved understanding and care and were empowered
in communication and action (Section 5.7).

5.1 Goal-Directed Self-Tracking Experience at a
Glance

We observed ways that goal-directed self-tracking supported pa-
tients as they configured MigraineTracker for a variety of needs and
used it over the course of 383 days on average (min = 269, max = 471).
We briefly describe the value this experience brought to patients
and demonstrate it through case studies. Subsequent sections then
further elaborate on themes underlying the case studies.

All patients found MigraineTracker easy to use, pleasant, cus-
tomizable, and flexible. They appreciated its unique features, such as
medication targets and retrospective reminders. For example, PT08
said: “the app’s customizability also really helped, because I could
add whatever fields I wanted to, and it really felt like the only limit
was how burdensome I wanted tracking to be. I definitely made some
changes to my tracking based on that throughout the tracking period -
it was so helpful that I wasn’t locked into tracking any particular field
and could alter what I was tracking whenever something occurred
to me.” Moreover, patients felt goal-appropriate summaries and
visualizations presented the information they needed. They felt
empowered in interpreting data, recognizing trends, reflecting on
time-bound events, figuring out if medications had an impact, and
identifying actions to take. For example, PT03 appreciated the “crazy
charts, reports”, noting “It’s like I know my head better”. All patients
wanted to continue using the app after the study and preferred the
app over their prior tracking experiences. Several wanted to know
if the app would be commercially available.

PT02 Aligned Tracking of Different Goals to Her Needs. PT02 started
experiencing episodic migraines three years ago. As she was at
the early stages of her migraine journey, she set up the app to
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understand why migraines happened and how to control them. To
the former, she included contributors she suspected (e.g., stress,
menstruation). To the latter, she recorded if she took rescue medi-
cations early enough and how well they worked. She also included
items in her tracking routine to reinforce health behaviors that were
broadly beneficial (e.g., exercising). PT02 gained insights in relation
to some of her goals after collecting data for a few months and
reflecting on it. For example, she learned of a relationship between
alcohol consumption and her migraines. She continued tracking
toward other goals she was still figuring out (e.g., impact of stress)
and new goals formed during tracking (e.g., whether a biofeedback
device helped).

PT04 Obtained Insights and Adjusted Tracking. PT04 managed mi-
graines along with other chronic conditions such as diabetes. With
constraints on the side effects and availability of medications, he
prioritized learning about contributing activities and the efficacy
of his preventive medication. He recorded presence and severity of
headaches along with their context (e.g., levels of stress, amount
of sleep, sugar intake). Examining the monthly frequency of his
migraines in relation to changes in his preventive medication, he
learned the medication did not make much difference. In consul-
tation with his clinician, and considering its negative side effects,
he concluded to not continue it. He also learned that stress and
lack of sleep were more frequent when his migraines significantly
increased in number and severity. He wondered about the potential
relation between stress, sleep, and migraines and decided to record
stress and sleep on headache-free days in addition to headache days
to more fully examine the relation.

PT06Gained Improved Understanding andCare andHer Goals Evolved.
PT06 had no successful prior migraine tracking experience. At the
beginning of the study, she recorded her migraines along with vari-
ous associated symptoms, potential contributors, and treatment in-
formation. Consistently tracking for several months, PT06 got better
at distinguishing migraines from her everyday chronic headaches
as she learned when and how associated symptoms (e.g., light
and sound sensitivity) preceded her migraines. Better recogniz-
ing migraines led her to take rescue medication sooner, which
prevented the migraines from getting worse. Moreover, daily re-
porting on whether she used different treatment options brought
the unexpected benefit of having those options in mind when
migraines occurred. PT06 felt her migraines limited her cognitive
resources, but greater awareness of treatment options allowed
her to apply more when migraines happened. As a result, the
average severity of her migraines decreased over the course of
the study. Having learned about symptoms and treatments, PT06
was no longer interested in the informational value of tracking
them. Nonetheless, she kept the items in her tracking routine as
she had other goals: the list of symptoms worked as a checklist for
deciding if a daily headache was a migraine. The list of treatment
options reminded her of things to do to reduce symptoms.

PT09 Felt Empowered and Sought Clinician’s Help. Initially misdiag-
nosedwith cluster headaches, PT09 tracked her symptoms (e.g., their
timing and duration) to ensure her clinician had an accurate account
of her condition. Tracking information empowered PT09’s commu-
nication of migraines and helped her feel prepared to discuss care

with the clinician. Tracking surfaced areas where PT09 most needed
her clinician’s input and expertise. For example, tracking data high-
lighted the high impact of migraines on her ability to functionwhich
prompted a conversation about changes in treatments. Moreover,
PT09 noticed specific and repeating patterns of monthly frequency
and severity of migraines and sought her clinician’s input to tease
apart different explanations, especially in relation to her preventive
medication. Sharing tracking information also led the clinician to
learn about PT09’s alternative treatments (e.g., marijuana) and to
educate her about the potential risks of those treatments (e.g., re-
bound headaches).

5.2 Management, Information, and Tracking
Goals

Patients used MigraineTracker for a myriad of reasons, which we
organize into management, information, and tracking goals (Fig-
ure 6). This categorization was inspired by Schroeder et al. [65]’s
categorization of goals, but refines it to capture the range of patient
goals in our longitudinal study. We define these goal categories and
describe relations among them that shape and drive tracking.

Distinct Classes of Goals. Tracking goals were goals a specific
tracking setup would achieve. For example, ‘recording presence or
absence of migraines’ or ‘recording hours of sleep’. Information
goals were knowledge to obtain and questions to answer about
one’s migraine experiences. For example, ‘monthly frequency of
migraines’ or ‘does lack of sleep makemigraines more likely?’Man-
agement goalswere desired health states to achieve (e.g., ‘improved
symptoms’), constraints to meet (e.g., ‘medication availability’), or
needs and values to support (e.g., ‘control and agency’). We also ob-
served self-regulating behaviors (e.g., ‘holding oneself accountable
to exercise’) as management goals.

Tracking Goals Support Information andManagement Goals. Track-
ing goals typically supported an information goal that subsequently
supported a management goal. For example, the tracking goal
of ‘recording presence and absence of migraines’ supported the
information goal of ‘monthly frequency of migraines’. Knowledge
of the monthly frequency helped patients such as PT04 make
adjustments to treatments or behaviors and eventually achieve
the management goal of ‘improving symptoms’ (described in Sec-
tion 5.1). Another example was using the tracking goals of ‘record-
ing migraine severity and duration’ to support the information
goal of ‘how much time is lost to migraine?’. This information
goal served patients such as PT09 in their management goal of
‘quantifying and communicating’ their health state, which might be
dismissed because of the invisibility of migraine. All patients used
the app to achieve at least one sequence of tracking, information,
and management goals. In these cases, data recorded against a
tracking goal was of value as it supported the related information
and then management goals.

Tracking Goals Support Management Goals without Information
Goals. Although tracking goals typically supported management
goals through information goals, there were also cases where no in-
formation goal was involved. This was most evident when patients
had a self-regulation goal, such as exercising, and used a tracking
goal to remind and reinforce the relevant behavior (e.g., as with
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Figure 6: Participants described distinct classes of management goals, information goals, and tracking goals as well as different
forms of relationship among such goals. An abstract representation of the inter-relation of these goals is illustrated with four
specific examples in (a-d). Specifically, tracking goals support management goals (a) with or (b) without information goals.
(c) Goals may overlap, such that a goal of one class may relate to multiple goals of another class. (d) There is no strict sequencing
in how goals of different classes are related. This characterization of goals is consistent with qualitative and quantitative goals
as introduced by Niess and Woźniak [54] and surfaces additional nuance in the inter-relation of goals (e.g., overlapping and
dynamic alignments). It also extends Schroeder et al. [65]’s goal types and highlights more complex relations (e.g., goals that
concurrently align or evolve).

PT02, Section 5.1). We observed similar reasoning around other
behaviors (e.g., dehydration for PT06 and PT09, stress management
for PT02 and PT01). Section 5.1’s description of PT06 using tracking
goals around symptoms to decide if headaches were migraines and
her use of tracking goals around treatment options are also exam-
ples where tracking goals supported management goals without
tracked data enabling an information goal.

Overlapping Inter-Relations among Goals. It was not uncommon
for tracking goals to simultaneously support multiple informa-
tion and management goals. For example, the tracking goal of
‘recording the presence or absence of migraine’ supported such
information goals as ‘monthly migraine frequency’ and ‘how ef-
fective are preventive treatments?’, which supported the overall
management goal of ‘improving symptoms’. As another example,
PT08 pursued parallel management goals with the same tracking
goal. She included a tracking goal for whether she used Cefaly, a
neurostimulation device, both to reinforce its regular use (i.e., a
self-regulation management goal) and to learn if it improved her
symptoms or impacted the efficacy of other treatments (i.e., a
management goal of improving symptoms).

Dynamic Inter-Relations among Goals. Classes of goals were not
always linked top-down (thus the double arrows in Figure 6). There
is no hierarchy to imply a strict sequencing of goal types down from
management goals, and tracking goals were not always explicitly
set toward a specific information or management goal. Similarly,
information goals were not necessarily planned according to spe-
cific management goals, and tracking goals sometimes inspired new
information or management goals. For example, PT02’s record of
alcohol consumption, tracked as a potential migraine contributor,

led her to learn that she consumed more alcohol than expected
and highlighted a need for moderation. Neither monitoring alcohol
consumption nor its moderation were part of her initial reasons for
tracking. Such a pattern where tracking leads to additional aware-
ness was not uncommon. As another example, PT03 inferred from
her records of air travel (i.e., tracked as a potential contributor) that
her work had become more demanding, but obtaining information
on workload was not initially a goal. The emergence of such new
goals is a part of our broader observation of changes in goals within
and between classes of goals, as we detail in the next section.

5.3 Goal Evolution
Patients had multiple and evolving goals in their use of Migraine-
Tracker, and they could simultaneously be at different stages for
each goal. For example, a patient might lapse in one goal while still
actively tracking for another, or theymight achieve one goal even as
they need to continue tracking for others. Although this may seem
obvious in hindsight, it is not clearly indicated by current models
of personal informatics [24, 43] or goal evolution [54], which tend
to consider a single goal for the tracking experience. Designs based
on a model of single, separable goals are ill-suited for tracking
in chronic conditions in which patients have multiple tracking,
information, and management goals, each of which may decrease
or increase in priority or resolve at different times, but may share
some underlying tracking. In the remainder of this section, we detail
participant experiences and some of the complexities associated
with multiple evolving goals.

Progression of Individual Goals Across Stages of Tracking. Patients
sometimes achieved one goal but needed to continue working
toward other goals. This was the case with PT02, who achieved
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their information goal concerning alcohol but needed to continue
investigating the relation between stress and migraines. It was also
common to refine a goal or follow up with a new information or
management goal. In the latter, patients could abandon tracking the
original goal as they started tracking anew for another goal or could
concurrently track toward both goals. We observed evolution of
information goals for all patients when they reviewed their tracking
after several months. Examples include when PT10 refined her in-
formation goal from learning about the average length of migraines
to learning about the average length of treated migraines (i.e., how
long migraines lasted after taking abortives), when PT06 learned
that alcohol was not a strong contributor andmoved to investigating
‘feeling chilled’ as a contributor, or when PT04 followed up on
observations of migraine severity by wondering about their daily
activities during months with higher severity. New management
goals also sometimes emerged after the resolution of information
goals. For example, PT01 wanted to prioritize her health over other
commitments after learning of her stress-migraine relationship.

Evolution Across Classes of Goals. Changes in tracking goals
sometimes followed resolution, refinement, or emergence of in-
formation or management goals. Resolution of an information
goal usually led to implicit or explicit abandonment of associated
tracking goals, especially when those tracking goals did not support
any other information or management goals. PT06’s removal of
alcohol tracking, which was found not to be a contributor, was
an explicit change. PT03’s lapsing in reporting of brain fog, a
symptom she no longer wondered about, was an implicit change.
Abandonment did not happen when tracking goals supported new
management goals independent of the resolved information goals.
For example, PT02 continued tracking her menstruation, even after
learning about its connection to migraines, because she wanted to
stay aware of that context around migraines near her cycles.

Refinements in information goals often led to changes in tracking
goals. For example, PT10 started recording the timing of treated
migraines in addition to the total length of migraines. However,
there were also cases where no change in tracking goal was needed
to support a refined information goal. For example, PT07 wanted
a monthly average duration of migraines, after learning about
her overall average duration. Although additional processing was
needed, she did not need to track differently. Emergence of new
information goals sometimes involved new tracking goals, as with
PT06’s learning about ‘feeling chilled’. In other cases, existing
tracking goals could adequately support new information goals.
For example, PT09’s records of migraine presence vs. absence were
enough to examine inter-migraine intervals.

Patients sometimes changed their tracking goals without chang-
ing the associated information or management goals, often through
improvements in their tracking process. For example, PT04 changed
his tracking goal of noting the location of pain to recording the
presence or absence of pain in frequent locations, a change which
simplified his recording. PT07 similarly simplified her recording of
sleep from a time range to length of time in hours. The precision
of a time range was more burdensome and seemed unnecessary
for her information goal of examining the potential link between
inadequate sleep and migraines.

Evolution in Goal Priorities. In addition to changes in specific
goals, goals became more or less important even as they remained
relevant. For example, PT08’s migraine severity improved and she
then cared more about information goals regarding non-migraine
headaches. PT06 cared less about learning if loud sounds con-
tributed to her migraines, as she felt she could do little regarding the
source of the loud sounds (i.e., her young dogs) even if there was a
relation. Both PT03 and PT09 caredmore about goals that implicated
a behavior change in day to day life. In addition to actionability, new
or unexpected variations made patients more interested in certain
information, whereas lack of variation led them to lose interest. For
example, PT08 started caring more about migraine duration after
noticing increased average duration, whereas PT10 lost interest in
the relation of migraines and lightheadedness as it rarely happened.
Changes in what goals were pursued and at what priority often
prompted additional changes beyond the classes of goals. The next
section details such changes through our observations of tracking
and data models.

5.4 Expression of Goals Facilitates Alignment of
Tracking to Patient Needs

Patients configured MigraineTracker by selecting goals and de-
scribing what each tracking item helped them achieve. In doing
so, they aligned different management, information, and track-
ing goals. How patients recorded data during tracking, which we
characterize through tracking models and data models, then com-
plemented alignment of goal types. As goals evolved, goal-centered
review additionally facilitated adjustment and re-alignment of goals,
tracking models, and data models. We detail these observations by
first presenting the tracking and data models patients used and
then providing examples of different forms of alignment and re-
alignment. We also point out challenges we observed in the process.
Considering the tracking experience in terms of distinct goals,
tracking models, and data models, along with the alignment of these
elements, offers insights into how goal-directed tracking enabled
patients in deciding what to track over time and subsequently
highlights support that is relevant to long-term tracking of chronic
conditions.

DataModels. We define datamodels as units of recording. Patients
used three distinct data models: a day-based model where recording
happens for each calendar day (e.g., presence of migraine or its peak
severity for each calendar day), an episode model where recording
happens for each episode of migraine, which may extend beyond a
single day (e.g., duration or peak severity for each episode), and an
interval model where recording happens for a window of time,
typically since the previous recording (e.g., number of days of
migraine within each interval). Although MigraineTracker’s default
model was day-based, patients adjusted it to other models and some-
times combined multiple data models. For example, PT04 recorded
presence or absence of migraines for each day but preferred to
record migraine duration for each episode.

Tracking Models. We characterize when recording happened un-
der four types of tracking models: a daily model where patients
recorded every day, an event model where recording was initiated
by an event, often the start of a migraine, a divergence model where
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certain changes prompted recording, and a hoarding model where
recording happened occasionally when an opportunity arose (e.g., a
break in routine activities every few days). Patients commonly
combined these different tracking models. Many patients who
reported presence of migraines on a daily basis reported associ-
ated symptoms (e.g., light and sound sensitivity) in the event of
a migraine. It was also common for patients to report preventive
medication dosage only if they were diverging from the previous
levels. Recording upon divergence from typical levels was also
common for stress levels and stressors because of the associated
negative affect. PT08 described: “I don’t want to have to dwell on
that, dwell on particular stressors by mentioning them day after day
because I don’t think that, that would be good for my mental state.”

Aligning Goals, Tracking Models, and Data Models. Patients often
used tracking and data models consistent with their goals. PT01
provides an example of aligning tracking models to goals, as she
used different tracking models for different goals. She recorded
symptoms such as brain fog only on migraine days because she
only cared about learning how frequent these symptoms were with
migraines. On the other hand, she recorded excessive stress on
a daily basis to investigate if she got let-down headaches (i.e., a
type of headache that happens when a few days of high stress
are followed by release from stress). PT10’s recording of alcohol
provides an example of aligning data models to goals. She wanted
to learn if her migraines happened the day after drinking alcohol.
Although most of her tracking was interval-based, she used a day-
based model for her specific tracking goal of tracking migraines
along with prior-day alcohol consumption.

Patients were also able to adjust tracking models as their goals
evolved. For example, PT04 switched from event-based recording of
stress and sleep to daily tracking in order to more fully understand
how stress impacted sleep and how both influenced migraines.
Goal priorities also informed tracking models. Some patients had
a ‘minimum recording set’ corresponding to their highest priority
goals. This typically included migraine presence, migraine duration,
and rescue medication, which patients prioritized recording even
when extremely busy.

Mismatches sometimes occurred in aligning goals, tracking mod-
els, and data models. The most common mismatch between goals
and tracking models was using an event-based model for goals that
required daily tracking. For example, PT07 recorded her menstru-
ation only on migraine days, which was inadequate for learning
whether and how menstruation affected her migraines. In an exam-
ple of difficulty aligning certain data models with tracking models,
PT01 and PT07 were confused about daily recording of preventive
shots they received every one or three months. The influence of
each shot extended to other days, so answering ‘no’ to whether
they used that medication felt inaccurate on those other days. The
app’s default day-based data model also sometimes did not match a
patient’s data model. For example, PT04 could not directly record
the start and end of a multi-day migraine episode. After consulting
the research team, he worked around this by adding a custom item
‘same as yesterday’ to his tracking.

As goals evolved, patients commonly recognized a need for
more rigorous tracking models (e.g., from event-based to daily
recording). They were less cognizant when goal evolution meant

they could adjust their tracking to be less burdensome. For example,
PT06 reached a point where the presence of migraines was the
only information she needed to record on a daily basis. Despite
acknowledging that she had no need for the data, she wanted to
keep recording all information every day and felt doing otherwise
was a “user error”.

Aligning Classes of Goals. The configuration process for Mi-
graineTracker involved choosing relevant goals and configuring a
tracking routine in relation to those goals. In the course of adding
and configuring tracking items, patients articulated tracking, infor-
mation, and management goals and described how they aligned. For
example, PT08 included a time of day entry for migraine start time
and a text entry for her location when a migraine started (tracking
goal). This allowed her to learn when and where migraines were
more likely (information goal) to then decide where was safer for
her to be (management goal). We similarly observed other patients
translating management goals to information or tracking goals and
operationalizing the tracking goals into specific settings within the
app (see Section 5.2 for other examples). Every part of a patient’s
tracking thus spoke to an explicit need they had.

As patient goals evolved, they repeated the same process to
make adjustments to their tracking and re-align it to their needs.
For example, after mixed insights on the relationship between sleep
and migraines (the information goal), PT06 decided to record sleep
in terms of its quality (new tracking goal) and not its length (prior
tracking goal). Similarly, PT02 decided to use higher granularity in
rating stress levels (tracking goal) after data was inconclusive with
respect to the relation between migraine and stress (information
goal) at higher levels of stress.

Challenges could arise at various stages of the process from
articulating goals, to aligning and realigning them, to retaining
the established alignments. Patients sometimes struggled with
articulating their goals. For example, PT07 did not initially express
interest in knowing which rescue medication worked. As a result,
she primarily recorded a list of medications she took and if the
overall combination worked for her (which did not allow her to
understand the separate impact of the various medications). PT10
did not initially differentiate migraine length before and after taking
rescue medication. Encouragingly, this challenge was remediated
through goal refinement and re-alignment of tracking with the re-
fined goals as part of patients reviewing their goals during sessions
with the research team.

There were also challenges in alignment of tracking with goals
or among distinct goal types. PT10 did not include any items in
her tracking routine for the tracking goal of recording persistence
of migraines. This meant she lacked data needed to support her
information goal regarding efficacy of rescue medication. Review
of goals during interview sessions helped surface and address this
type of misalignment. In another example, PT03 could not define
a tracking goal to support the information goal of determining
whether migraines returned because a rescue medication effect
wore off or because the medication led to rebound. Given goal
expressions highlighted this specific challenge, she was able to seek
clinician expertise and analytic support from the research team.
Her clinician educated her with general information about the
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medication, and the research team transformed and restructured
her existing data into a goal-appropriate visualization.

There were times when realignment of tracking or goal types to
evolved goals could similarly be challenging. With little variation
in categorical levels of fatigue (typically ‘some’ on the scale of
‘none’/’some’/’lots’), PT04 could not fully examine the relationship
between fatigue and his symptoms. He also did not re-align his
tracking through finer-grain recording of fatigue. Existing tracking
goals and setup sometimes fell short of supporting new or refined
information goals. For example, PT09’s new goal was to know
times she felt desperate in managing migraines, and she thought
the number of rescue medication taken could be a good indicator.
Her original tracking, however, could not support this new question
because she only recorded whether she took medication and not
the dosage. Although goal expression alone was inadequate in both
PT04’s and PT09’s cases, it highlighted what change was needed.

We observed the importance of recording patient rationale for
their future use as they articulated and aligned goals, this may be
otherwise lost over long periods of tracking. Information goals
were particularly prone to loss. PT08 forgot she chose to record
fatigue to understand its variations during migraines. Such loss of
an information goal sometimes led patients to lapse in recording. For
example, PT07 stopped recording the migraine impact on disability,
which she had originally planned to record to learn functional
severity of her migraines.

5.5 Goal-Directed Configuration of Tracking Is
Meaningfully Personalized

The ability to express different goals and align tracking to them
led patients to highly personalized tracking. Additional examples
complement those in earlier subsections to illustrate the importance
of the explicit scaffolding of goal expression and the alignment
process in facilitating personalization.

Patients customized MigraineTracker’s recommended and com-
mon tracking items and defined custom items to capture infor-
mation that mattered most to them. Customization of the app’s
provided items happened through selecting how information was
recorded to be more conducive to goals and preferences. For exam-
ple, patients customized the recording of stress through whether
it happened or not (PT01), its qualitative severity (e.g., ‘none’ vs.
‘some’ vs. ’lots’ for PT02), or a note of what the stressor was (PT08).
Patients recorded sleep by its start and end (PT07), as a number
of hours (PT06), or as notes of any inconsistency (PT09). Custom
items enabled further personalization through defining concepts of
interest. Many patients created custom items for specific medica-
tions (e.g., ajovy, botox) and alternative treatments (e.g., acupunc-
ture, massage). Custom items were also used to capture person-
specific symptoms and contributors. For example, ‘clumsiness’ mat-
tered to PT08, while PT01 tracked ‘numbness’.

Although valuable, customization led to challenges. Patients
sometimes forgot how they planned to record information. PT05
forgot he wanted to record his typical rescue medication under
‘as-needed medication’ and other rescue medication under ‘new
as-needed medication’. Providing rich support was also particularly
challenging for custom items. Patients wanted specific features for
the entry and visualization of medication items. For example, PT06

wanted reports of a particular medication to appear with a unique
icon on the app calendar view.

5.6 Goal Expression Drives Reflection;
Reflection Drives Goal Evolution

Reflection happened at the time of recording and when reviewing
data summaries and visualizations. In both cases, goal expressions
played an integral role. This section first shows the connection
between goal expression and reflection at the time of recording.
Next, we demonstrate that data review around explicit goal expres-
sions enabled reflection. We do so using examples that indicate
patients successfully engaged in the processes that Fleck and Fitz-
patrick [27]’s and Baumer [4]’s models articulate for reflection. As
additional evidence for successful reflection, we show the overall
process led patients to gain valuable insights. We then note how
the very processes characterized in [4, 27] can also be considered
through the lens of goal evolution, and thus advance understanding
of the role of reflection in goal evolution [54]. We conclude by
presenting challenges patients encountered in the reflective process.

Reflection Happened at the Time of Recording. Information goals
associated with a tracking goal prompted patients to think about
the information they were seeking in the moment of tracking. For
example, the act of recording led PT02 to conclude her migraines
were related to the amount of alcohol she drank. She had configured
her tracking to record whether or not she consumed alcohol, but
she did not record alcohol quantity. The insight into relevance of
quantity “was in concert with being really diligent about tracking
on the app, but also just having my awareness and my life be very
open to what are possible triggers, what are things that are going to
potentially lead to a migraine that are within my control?” Learning
from immediate experience while recording also led PT08 to quickly
determine that any intense smell could trigger her migraines. For
both PT08 and PT02, goal-focused attention at the time of tracking
facilitated reflection, which happened either within a short period
of tracking or without explicit data entry.

Patients Navigated Levels of Reflection. Patients frequently chose
to reflect on information goals that they anticipated would lead
to changes in behavior or treatment. As patients reviewed goal-
appropriate summaries and visualizations, we commonly observed
the first three of Fleck and Fitzpatrick [27]’s levels of reflection:
description (R0), description with reflection (R1), and dialogic re-
flection (R2). Patients commonly attended to patterns that stood
out to them (R0), including minimum or maximum values, consec-
utive migraine or migraine-free days, and variations over weeks or
months. This was typically followed by attempts at explaining the
patterns (R1), typically in relation to treatments or context including
day of week, events, and habits. Patients sometimes considered
multiple explanations or tried connecting multiple patterns and
explanations (R2). For example, PT04 noticed months with higher
frequency and severity of migraines (R0). He then examined the
monthly breakdown of contributors to explain the differences and
saw higher frequency of stress and inadequate sleep in thosemonths
with higher migraine frequency and severity. Connecting the two
insights, he next asked if he got worse headaches on days with
inadequate sleep, or when he was more stressed, and if inadequate
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sleep days followed high stress days (R2). PT04’s full engagement in
the reflective process occurred despite limited experience working
with data and even though cognitive load could exhaust him due
to his medications.

Breakdown and Inquiry Were Key to Navigating Levels of Reflec-
tion. Patient navigation from lower to higher levels of reflection
was closely linked to breakdown and inquiry aspects of reflection [4].
Salient or surprising patterns at R0 signaled a breakdown between
patient understanding and data. The inquiry process always ensued
to describe and explain the breakdowns, thus patients went to
R1 and R2. The process sometimes started with verification. For
example, observation of higher likelihood of migraines within three
days of taking a medication (the breakdown) led PT03 to first verify
how days were counted for ‘the number of migraines within three
days’ of the medication. After the clarifications, she tried explaining
the pattern and considered multiple explanations: “whether it’s a
rebound headache and that [the medication] caused the headache or
if it just wore off and those headaches days are still there.” Hypothesis
formation was integral to the inquiry process, and sometimes relied
on defining new concepts. For example, PT09 noticed patterns of
migraine and migraine-free days and wondered if there was a fixed
‘inter-migraine interval’: the number of consecutive migraine-free
days between consecutive migraine days. The process of noticing
breakdowns, defining concepts, and forming hypotheses led pa-
tients to form complex information goals not previously considered.

Reflection Brought Value. Goal-appropriate summaries and visu-
alizations addressed some of the most pressing information goals
that were initially set or arose from the inquiry process. All patients
found insights that addressed needs (e.g., around symptom patterns
during the week; medication efficacy; or key contributors such as
sleep, stress, or alcohol). Moreover, patients identified when they
needed additional data or expertise. For example, PT04 learned he
needed to record sleep and stress on both headache and headache-
free days to fully establish a hypothesized relation that increased
stress caused decreased sleep which led to migraines. PT05 decided
to integrate diet tracking data to cross-check the specifics of his diet
and headache patterns. Insights from reflection also guided patients
in seeking expertise, particularly from their clinician. PT08 wanted
her clinician’s advice for dealing with multi-day migraine episodes
she learned were common for her. PT03 wanted her clinician’s input
on alternative hypotheses about a medication (if it caused rebound
headaches vs. its effectiveness ran out). Patients also sometimes
looked to online resources to follow up on or augment insights
from reflection. PT09 wanted to know how typical her migraine
duration and frequency were.

Elements of Reflection Are Mechanisms for Goal Evolution. Patient
goals evolved as they went through levels of reflection, defined
concepts, formed hypotheses, and gained insights. Defining con-
cepts and forming hypotheses led to new or refined information
goals, as with PT03, PT04, and PT09’s above. Gaining insights
addressed existing information goals and was sometimes followed
by new goals, as with PT05’s above. Patients then aligned tracking
goals, tracking models, and data models with evolved information
goals (Section 5.4). Resolution of information goals was sometimes
followed by new management goals, as in PT06’s use of light and

sound sensitivity to make sense of her everyday headaches and
whether or not they were migraines.

Challenges. There were pain points in the reflection process.
Patients sometimes struggled to form hypotheses. PT04 was unable
to explain theweekday differences inmigraine frequency. Clinicians
were often a good resource. Brainstorming with their clinician led
PT04 to consider increased social interactions during weekends as
a potential explanation. Closely related to the challenge of forming
hypotheses was the challenge of developing hypotheses. Migraine-
Tracker’s emphasis on expressing goals and aligning tracking with
goals meant developing hypotheses, where goals were yet to be
well-defined, did not receive much support. As PT06 learned about
week of month differences in migraine frequency, she said “food
for thought, is what this is. This now makes me want to start paying
attention to what else is going on, . . . I don’t know yet what I would
want to record to go along with this, but it just makes me curious,
and I’ll probably have to sit and think about it, and maybe even
take a month or two to observe on my own before I go, “Okay, here’s
something I want to start watching,” and then stick it into the app.”
Patients sometimes forgot insights they gained from their reflection.
For example, PT08 paused a preventive medication mid-way in her
tracking, learned of increased migraine frequency, and resumed the
medication. However, she could not explain the sudden increase
then decrease of migraine frequency when she considered her
data at the end of tracking. Another challenge was in identifying
complex patterns. For example, PT08’s data showed higher everyday
headache severity followed within a few days of higher stress, but
neither PT08 nor her clinician were able to identify this relationship
with the available visualizations. Patients also misinterpreted data.
PT10 interpreted higher likelihood of migraines when not drinking
alcohol to indicate that alcohol helped. She was surprised but did
not consider alternative explanations or additional factors (e.g., that
alcohol consumption typically happened on good days and in the
absence of other contributors).

5.7 Goal-Centered Insights Enable
Understanding, Communication, and Action

Goal-directed tracking led to practical insights, informed behavior,
and facilitated help-seeking and communication.We observed these
benefits as well as challenges and additional considerations in
effectively supporting them.

Insights from the tracking experience led patients to better
understand and manage their condition. For example, commenting
on improved migraine severity over the course of the study, PT06
said “I think I’m getting better at nipping them in the bud. The app
has helped me. . . It’s helping me recognize when I have one sooner,
and helping me just go ahead and take the damn drugs. So they’re
not getting up to six, seven, eights and nines. . . I am actually glad
to see that. I’m glad to see that I’m taking better care of myself.
I’m not suffering.” Patients identified whether changes they had
made helped or if they needed to make further adjustments in
daily behavior or medications. For example, upon seeing improved
migraine frequency, PT01 decided to continue her new preventive
medication. Comparing the efficacy of different rescue treatments
convinced PT09 to take naproxen less and rizatriptan more. Patients
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sometimes identified needs they had not otherwise considered, as
with PT01’s realization of a need for prioritizing stress management.

Added understanding of their condition facilitated improved
patient communication with clinicians. For example, PT05 felt the
information helped “accurately express things that I’ve wanted to
express to a doctor”. PT09 similarly foundreview of goal-appropriate
material helped her “feel more prepared to see my provider”. Clini-
cians also described how tracking and a focus on goals prepared
patients to take the lead in conversations, making more effective
use of their sessions. PR02 described that ideally “we’ll have a
conversation, and then that conversation will lead to, “What can
we do about it?””. This ideal vision was realized in her interactions
with patients through goal-directed tracking. Commenting on the
session with PT08, PR02 noted “having her tracking, she already
had it in her head, what might be contributing? And so then, we
could have this full on conversation about, “Okay, how do we change
this?””. In leading conversations with clinicians, patients sought
expertise where they needed it the most (e.g., in the challenging
task of translating insights to actions). For example, PT04 was able
to get advice on reducing migraines on weekends by taking breaks
from social interactions. PT08 worked with her clinician toward a
concrete plan to ensure adequate sleep (i.e., having dinner earlier).

PT09 also saw opportunities to use data and analysis from her
tracking to communicate with others: “I just wish people could see
this in my academic and professional life, and also in my personal
life. You have to disappoint a lot of people when you have migraine
by canceling, not being available, calling out. . . I do wish that I could
show them, I can’t be there and I failed to be there because of this, what
we’re seeing here.” She felt the insights helped her better advocate
for herself.

Not all insights led to action. Patients were more likely to act
if they felt the underlying relationships were strong enough rela-
tive to the cost and feasibility of taking action. For example, the
relationship between migraines and loud sound in PT06’s view “is
not huge. 26% is not a big number. And with the house that I live
in. . . It’s just noisy.” (Figure 4, c). Perceived necessity of action also
influenced how patients reacted to insights. An example is PT08
who did not feel a need for further changing treatments because of
already-achieved improvements in her condition. Backed by PT08’s
data, which still showed high migraine frequency, her clinician was
able to talk with her about additional change.

Despite gains in communication and action from goal expres-
sions and subsequent insights, patients needed further support.
Although they were empowered to seek clinician expertise for ac-
tion planning, they were mostly on their own in following through
with actions. For example, both PT01 and PT02 included their use
of a biofeedback app recommended by the clinician as part of
their tracking routine. Despite sincere intentions, neither followed
through with actually using the biofeedback app, as being reminded
of it while tracking was not sufficient.

6 DISCUSSION
We studied the lived experience of goal-directed self-tracking. Pa-
tients described distinct and evolving goals for self-tracking related
to their migraines and concurrently pursued those goals across
distinct stages of tracking. Our observations extend prior work

on goals and goal evolution [54, 65] in detail and scope. Goal-
based support in MigraineTracker and accompanying visualizations
facilitated awareness of and progress toward qualitative goals.
Moreover, we concretely illustrated results past work speculated
and anticipated (e.g., goal evolution) and uncovered how these are
achieved (e.g., reflection and realignment). Specifically, we observed
the importance of scaffolding around expression of patient goals to
ensure goals were aligned to each other and to other aspects of track-
ing, including tracking models and data models. This led to a highly
personalized tracking experience. Goal expressions also facilitated
reflection, which improved understanding, communication, and
action. Reflection in turn drove goal evolution. Overall, expression
of goals enabled patients to externalize their needs and values and
situate tracking accordingly. As predicted by prior work [5, 61], this
led to improved sense-making and condition management. Below,
we discuss how identifying distinct goals provides an analytical
lens for analyzing and designing personal informatics systems (Sec-
tion 6.1). We also note the importance of goal-specific adaptations
of existing models of personal informatics (Section 6.2). We then
share design implications of our observations (Section 6.3) and
reflect on our methods and their limitations (Section 6.4).

6.1 Classes of Goals as Analytical Tools
We identified distinct classes of goals in patient use of Migraine-
Tracker. This distinction between management goals, information
goals, and tracking goals provides a novel perspective for under-
standing self-tracking in chronic condition management and for
designing effective support. Not accounting for these goal types and
their interconnections leads to design gaps. For example, the need
for aligning different goal types cannot be recognized without first
distinguishing goal types. Goals such as self-regulation are unlikely
to receive adequate support if we overlook tracking goals that may
exist without an information goal. Our observations suggest no goal-
directed tracking tool can be expressive enough unless it supports
an interconnected subset of management goals, information goals,
and tracking goals. Related to and in consideration of the range
of goals we observed in each class, it is reasonable to expect that
any design may be incomplete in what goals it anticipates. It is
highly likely to encounter unknown management goals, advanced
information goals that rely on unsupported analysis, or uncon-
ventional tracking goals for recording information in new ways.
Considering distinct classes of goals can guide development of
specialized designs that should be in place for a successful tracking
experience. It can also inform the flexibility we should aim for in
designs to enable people to adapt their tools to their evolving goals.

Considering distinct classes of goals also provides an analyti-
cal lens to understand the failures and shortcomings of existing
tools. For example, a design that only supports an event-based
tracking model will fall short in supporting people in achieving
goals that rely on a daily tracking model. People may still be able
to appropriate tools if a design does not undermine their ability
to do so. For example, a tool with an event-based tracking model
that allows certain entries to be left blank might be appropriated
for daily recording.

We emphasize that we are not the first to note different goal
types. We complement prior work, such as [54, 65], by bringing new
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and more detailed understanding of goal types and how they relate
to other aspects of tracking. By elaborating upon goal distinctions
and inter-relations we draw attention to areas to which designers
and researchers should attend.

6.2 Accounting for Multiple Goals in Models of
Personal Informatics

Existing models of personal informatics [24, 43] and goal evolu-
tion [54] describe the self-tracking experience with the unstated
assumption that stages and concepts apply to a person’s entire
tracking experience. Existing models do not strongly distinguish
among the various interrelated goals a person may be pursuing
through tracking nor depict how those goals may change or resolve
at different times. Our observations demonstrate that people are
simultaneously at different parts of these models for different goals.
For example, because a tracking goal may support multiple informa-
tion goals, confusion can arise when an information goal resolves
or changes but other information goals continue, or similarly when
a patient lapses in one information goal but continues with others.
It can be unclear what the person needs to continue tracking or
what might they stop tracking or change to tracking using less
burdensome models.

Considering goal-specific versions of existing models of tracking
can inform future system design and analysis. For example, consider
the preparation stage of tracking, where people decide what and
how to track. A goal-specific design could support different tracking
models for each goal rather than assuming a fixed model for all
goals. Another example is lapsing. A goal-specific design could
better support different forms of lapsing [65] with goal-specific
support (e.g., goal-specific vacation-lapsing, informed in part by lim-
itations of MigraineTracker’s support for vacation-lapsing across
all tracking). MigraineTracker’s design for intentional lapsing in
tracking was based on insights from prior models of personal
informatics [24]), but was ultimately inconsistent with patient
experience (e.g., there was a minimum set of tracking goals that
patients maintained even during vacation). Considering models of
personal informatics at the level of goals also highlights the need for
accounting for how evolution of one goal is related to other goals.
For example, reflecting on one goal may influence the preparation,
collection, and interpretation of another goal. Tools that account for
such inter-relations and facilitate people in adapting their tracking
as goals resolve or evolve can provide a better tracking experience.

6.3 Implications for Designing Goal-Directed
Tracking Tools

Explicit scaffolding around expressing distinct goals and align-
ing them to each other played a key role in personalization of
tracking and gaining value from it. Prior work had highlighted
the importance of explicitly supporting the initial articulation of
goals [65]. Our observations of goals over an extended period
of tracking underscore the importance of open design problems
in supporting not only an initial articulation of goals but also
their alignment and re-alignment. Our prototype supported initial
goal articulation by offering a list of options from which people
could select. However, there were cases where patients did not
accurately articulate goals (e.g., PT07’s and PT10’s struggles in

initial articulation; Section 5.4).Well-designed goal-setting practices
involve feedback loops and opportunities to adjust goals [44], and
our results add to literature calling for the HCI community to
develop design practices that support reflecting on and revising
goals over time [1, 22] (e.g., using techniques for scaffolding the
process and targeting opportune times for reflection so as to avoid
rumination, a potential unintended consequence of self-tracking
in which people dwell on negatives and blame themselves rather
than finding potential solutions and experiencing progress [21]).
As noted in prior work [14] and as we observed in our study,
reviewing and updating goals before a clinical encounter is one
such opportune time. It can focus the visit and make the most
of a clinician’s expertise (e.g., rather than retreading things the
patient already knows). Updating goals during a clinical visit can
also incorporate clinician expertise into goals going forward. We
further note that as people gain experience with tracking and their
priorities change, they may also wish to revisit and tune their goals
and associated tracking routines, a process that designs should
explicitly prompt and support. Additionally, goal expression alone
was not always sufficient for aligning goals, tracking models, and
data models (e.g., PT03’s, PT04’s, and PT10’s challenges in goal
alignment; Section 5.4). Reviewing goals, especially after some
tracking data had been collected, and with clinical expertise or
tracking and analytics expertise (often provided by the research
team in this study), could help detect and correct misalignments. As
our study relied on human resources that may not be available to
everyone engaging in tracking (clinicians and researchers), future
work should develop design strategies for supporting this review
process. This might include structured walkthroughs (e.g., through
conversational agents [41]) or review interfaces (e.g., dashboards or
visualizations that can highlight misalignments between expressed
goals and data that is being tracked).

Our results also highlight opportunities for specialized support
of different management, information, or tracking goals related to
similar data or activities. For example, consider recording exercise
to self-regulate vs. to learn of its relation to migraines. In the rare
event that similar tracking and data models apply to both cases,
other aspects of their support could be different: goal realization
techniques such as implementation intentions [30] would be more
appropriate to integrate in reminders for a self-regulation goal and
less so for a learning goal. Visualizations for a self-regulation vs.
learning goal could also vary in complexity. Enabling specialized
support depends not only on eliciting goal expression but also
accounting for nuanced inter-relations and evolution. Tracking
tools can adapt support to such specifics of the goals and can capture
this information instead of relying on an individual’s memory,
where we saw it was prone to loss over time.

Reflection is integral to goal evolution. Goal-directed self-tracking
tools should therefore address difficulties that impede the reflection
process, including forming or developing hypotheses, identifying
complex patterns, and misinterpreting information. Designs can
leverage clinician expertise, new interactions, and computational
techniques to better support these tasks. For example, tools could
enable brainstorming with clinicians for hypothesis formation or
could use mixed-initiative pattern discovery techniques to surface
complex patterns that might otherwise be missed, similar to [14, 64].
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6.4 Reflections on Methods and Limitations
We used MigraineTracker as a technology probe to understand
patient experience with goal-directed tracking in the wild. The
benefits that it brought to patients should however be considered
in the full context of our study. For example, we asked patients to
think aloud as they configured MigraineTracker and to explain why
they made various selections. This aspect of our method led them to
describe different goals and ensure they had a setup consistent with
those goals. We also had patients repeatedly review and comment
on their goals as well as whether and how their data supported
those goals. Although primarily intended to elicit feedback, these
aspects of our method substantially influenced patient experience
and suggest opportunities for future designs.

We intentionally offered data review via simple static visualiza-
tions. Consistent with Moore et al. [51]’s insights, this approach
is both more cost-effective than building a custom exploratory
data analysis tool in a poorly understood design space and more
conducive to generating truthful design requirements. Keeping
the data presentation simple and static focused our sessions with
patients on what they want to achieve, instead of being distracted
by comments on the usability of visual elements.

We analyzed our data primarily from a patient perspective, to
center their goals and ways in which MigraineTracker did or did
not support them. Future analysis should more deeply examine the
patient-clinician interactions in our study as well as clinician experi-
ences to identify ways in which the design supported collaborations
and clinician needs and to surface additional opportunities for
better support. Although models of personal informatics that were
centered on the individual [24, 43, 54] facilitated a patient-centric
and goal-centric analysis, examination of the collaboration might
also draw upon other lenses, such as patient-generated data as a
boundary negotiating artifact [13]. Additionally, as prior research
has emphasized that tracking to manage a chronic illness is a pro-
cess with many interested parties (e.g., clinicians, family members,
informal carers, workplace and community members) [53, 57, 68],
future research might also examine the ways that goal-directed self-
tracking technologies can support communication and coordination
across a broader range of parties.

7 CONCLUSION
Self-tracking plays an important role in managing chronic condi-
tions such as migraine, yet it remains challenging. Tracking tools
generally leave patients unsupported in deciding what and how to
track, how to adjust tracking, or how to interpret data. We designed,
developed, and deployed MigraineTracker, a prototype app based in
a goal-directed self-tracking framework, to examine whether and
how scaffolding around explicit expression of goals can support
migraine management. We observed expression of goals facilitated
externalization of distinct goal types and alignment of these goals
to each other and to the specifics of when and how recording
occurred. Patient tracking was highly personalized to their needs
as a result. Goal expressions also supported reflection through goal-
appropriate material, and reflection in turn led to goal evolution and
enabled improved understanding, communication, and action. We
discussed the importance of accounting for distinct goal types in the
design and analysis of self-tracking tools and highlighted the need

for goal-specific adaptations of personal informatics models. We
also noted the importance of further research to better enable goal
articulation and alignment, to provide specialized support (e.g., for
management goals with no associated information goal), and to
facilitate reflection through verification, concept definition, hypoth-
esis development or formation, and pattern identification.
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